[1] With the discovery by the Cassini spacecraft of an oxygen atmosphere over Saturn's main rings, and a strong source of water products from the plumes of Saturn's moon Enceladus, our picture of the physics of Saturn's magnetosphere from the main rings to inside the orbit of Enceladus has changed dramatically. This region contains oxygen ions from the ring atmosphere and water-group ions from the Enceladus torus. The purpose of this study is to examine ion densities, temperatures, and composition from several equatorial periapsis passes from 2004 to 2010 for the region from 2.4 to 3.5 Saturn radii ($60,300 km) in addition to Voyager 2 in order to separate contributions from Saturn's ring atmosphere from the water products in the Enceladus torus and to describe the temporal variations in the plasma. Because of the high background due to so-called penetrating radiation in this region, only six orbits are used in this study. Our analysis indicates that large variations in ion density, temperature, and composition occurred between the Voyager 2 flyby, 2004, and 2010. Although the Enceladus plumes may be variable, we propose that the large change in the ion density from 2004 to equinox near 2010 is due to the seasonal variation in the ring atmosphere. Our interpretation of the plasma data is supported by a simple photochemical model, combining the water products from Enceladus and the seasonal variations in the ring atmosphere.
Introduction
[2] Since Cassini's arrival at Saturn, there have been two discoveries affecting the plasma properties between the edge of the main rings at about 2.4 Rs (1 Rs = 1 Saturn Radius $60,300 km) to approximately 3.5 Rs, between the orbits of the moons Mimas and Enceladus, that have not been explored. The first was a strong O + and O 2 + ion signal discovered by the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) indicating the presence of an oxygen atmosphere over the main rings [Tokar et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2006a Johnson et al., , 2006b ]. This oxygen 'ring atmosphere' was shown to be one source for the oxygen observed in the upper atmosphere of Saturn [Luhmann et al., 2006; Moses et al., 2000] and for the oxygen neutrals scattered into the inner magnetosphere where they can be ionized and contribute to Saturn's plasma Martens et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2006a Johnson et al., , 2006b Bouhram et al., 2006; Luhmann et al., 2006] . The second discovery is the observation of the water plumes emanating from Enceladus' southern polar region [e.g., Porco et al., 2006] . These plumes are a significant source throughout the magnetosphere for water-group neutrals ( Cassidy and Johnson [2010] showed that the neutrals from the plumes have a broad distribution of predominately O and OH throughout the magnetosphere (including the region of interest), and Smith et al. [2010] showed that these plume source rates could vary by at least a factor of four although such variability has not been observed in the UV plume occultation data [Hansen et al., 2008] .
[3] The photo-produced ring atmosphere was predicted to vary seasonally since the source rate of the neutrals depends on the incident angle of the solar radiation on the rings and on ring particle temperatures. Because the extended ring atmosphere is a source of ions for this region, examination of plasma data from 2004, when the Sun was near southern solstice, and later as the incident angle decreases toward equinox (August 2009), could reflect the changing source rate (see Table 1 ). Although the Enceladus source rate might also be variable [Smith et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2008] , it has no known seasonal dependence. However, water products from Enceladus deposited on the particles in the A, F, and G rings are a secondary source of W and oxygen neutrals. As the water-group neutrals impact with the icy ring particles, they can then form new neutrals and ions, creating a feedback process Tseng and Ip, 2011] . In this study we examine the plasma density, temperature, and composition detected by the CAPS and Voyager 2 plasma instruments (see Table 1 ). As a result we discovered a significant drop in the density and temperatures of the ions measured between the solstice and equinox data, confirming that the plasma has varied seasonally as we discussed earlier . The composition varies such that there is a dominant O 2 + peak at SOI but water-group ion peak tends to dominate on later passes. We first describe the instrument and our analysis techniques, then describe the resulting plasma properties, and finally discuss the results using a simple chemical model of the plasma.
CAPS Data

Instrument and Orbits
[4] The CAPS instrument on Cassini is primarily responsible for the detection and measurement of thermal plasma ions and electrons trapped in Saturn's magnetosphere. CAPS is equipped with an Electron Spectrometer (ELS) and an Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS), which can utilize a Singles (SNG) mode of ion detection as well as a time-of-flight mode. This study uses the SNG capability of the IMS, which creates a single count for each ion that enters the IMS sensor and generates a start signal (irrespective of whether it creates a stop signal in the time-of-flight). The ion results are compared to the total electron densities and temperatures from the ELS and from Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS), a separate Cassini instrument (G. R. Lewis, ELS moments, private communication, 2010; A. M. Persoon, RPWS densities, private communication, 2010) . The SNG function of the CAPS instrument can, in principle, be used to determine the temperatures, densities, and plasma flow velocity of various ion species if the ion mass and charge are known.
[5] Since Cassini first entered into orbit in 2004, there have been few passes with a periapsis lower than 3.5 Rs. In this region, which is relatively close to Saturn, there is a very high energy radiation flux producing a significant background in the CAPS instrument [Young et al., 2004] as well as significant interference in other Cassini instruments. As a result, it is also important for CAPS to be pointing nearly into the plasma flow direction in order for the signal-to-noise ratio to be sufficiently high for our analysis. This requirement reduces the number of passes in this study (up to 2010) that meet these criteria to only six. The Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI) pass had the closest periapsis, passing directly over the main rings and crossing between the F and G rings. This pass was unique among the six passes in that the CAPS instrument was not actuating, and, due to thrusters being fired just prior to the instrument turning on, the instrument settings were slightly different from normal (see section 4.1). The orbits for all the data used for this study are shown in Figure 1 . In addition, Table 1 gives the axial tilt of the ring plane to the solar ecliptic plane for each of the orbital passes as this determines the seasonal variability in the ring atmosphere.
Penetrating Radiation
[6] Penetrating radiation is observed when Cassini is near Saturn and is measured by CAPS as a broad background across all energy channels [Young et al., 2004] . It becomes a significant factor for the IMS and ELS detectors inside of 4 Rs and extends as far as 6 Rs. Figure 2 shows several full color spectra from this region both before and after correction for the background.
[7] Due to limitations in bandwidth, an onboard 2-byte to 1-byte compression scheme of measured counts occurs, resulting in the CAPS detector quantizing counts above a certain level (63 counts). The count level increases in 'jumps' as the number of counts increases. Therefore, as the background levels increase due to penetrating radiation, this effect moves from a linear regime (0-63 counts) to higher jumps and becomes more pronounced. When there is a strong signal and the spectrum is well above the background, these jumps are small compared to the signal. However, for weaker signals as CAPS actuates out of the plasma flow, these jumps have a larger effect on the analysis. Inside of approximately 5.5 Rs the background levels rise to a point where it becomes critical for the instrument to have sufficient pointing into the plasma flow direction in order to detect the plasma signal: only then is it possible to have a good signal-to-noise ratio above the background.
[8] Figure 3 shows some sample spectra from this region with good signal above the background. Table 2 shows the average background levels from spectra for SOI, 2005 SOI, , 2007 SOI, , and 2010 from the data used for this region. For comparison, a test case from outside this region was also examined from 12 October 2005. This data set was used by Wilson et al. [2008 Wilson et al. [ , 2009 to determine ion density, temperature, and velocities in the magnetosphere. We refer to this data set as 'typical' in terms of background, maximum counts, and peak width for regions outside of Enceladus. While the maximum counts are still close to the same levels from the test case to all other sets, Table 2 shows that the data sets inside of 4 Rs all have backgrounds that are approximately an order of magnitude higher than the test case but within a factor of four of each other with SOI exhibiting the highest levels. [Spilker et al., 2010] . Axial tilt angle determined based on determinations of equinox and Saturn's orbital period. Solar activity is returning back to normal during 2011. Voyager 2 data: Richardson [1986] . SOI settings on CAPS slightly different for this pass due to thrusters firing.
b An A-cycle is the 32 s instrument collection cycle. Time is the start time of the A-cycle in seconds from J2000 (barycentric dynamic time) converted into a readable format of HH:MM:SS.
[9] Figure 3 has examples of energy spectra from the data sets used in this study. We assume in analyzing the singles data that if the ions are moving at the same velocity, then the positions of the peaks in the energy spectra in flowing plasma can be related to the ion masses and the widths to the temperature through the ion energy. The SOI spectra are not only wider but also have a higher maximum than the other spectra. Since the width and height of the peak are determined by temperature, flow velocity, and density of the ions, having a wider and higher peak implies higher temperature and density (assuming they have nearly the same flow velocity). Flow velocity is a function of position in the magnetosphere, so that the peak width variations seen here are more likely caused by variations in the ion temperature and density. All of these spectra exhibit a broad single main peak and typically a secondary peak suggesting a second species. The light ion peaks for H + and H 2 + are, for the most part, lost to the background noise and count quantization effects for the spectra inside of 4 Rs.
Spectral Analysis
[10] CAPS singles data are obtained each time an ion enters the IMS sensor and passes through the carbon foil at the exit of the electrostatic analyzer, generating electrons that then produce a single count. The potential of the electrostatic analyzer is varied from $5.2 to 0 kV over 63 bins with bin 64 as a fly back bin to reset the voltage to the top level [Young et al., 2004] . It takes 4 s to sweep through all 64 bins. An A-cycle is defined as 8 of these sweeps (totaling 32 s). The actuator, designed to rotate the device around the main spacecraft axis, can cycle through $184°and back in $14 Acycles (448 s). At different times, depending on the telemetry modes and data relay rates, the sweeps are summed up onboard the spacecraft within the A-cycle differently. For consistency, in determining the plasma parameters, the sweeps will be summed to the A-cycle level. The spectrum obtained from the anode pointing closest to the plasma corotation direction, i.e., the anode with the most counts of the 8 anodes per A-cycle, is selected for each A-cycle.
[11] Once the raw data is set up in A-cycle resolution, the next step in our process is to correct for instrumental crosstalk with all 8 anodes before selecting the prime pointing anode. In our fitting method, rather than subtracting the background from the data and then fitting the spectra, we have treated the background as a fit parameter, i.e., a constant term in the fit formula shown in equation (1) below.
[12] The spectra are then fitted in a least squares nonlinear regression algorithm to determine the ion plasma parameters: density, temperature, and plasma flow velocity. The counts Figure 1 . Projection onto the R-Z plane of the orbital paths for CAPS data considered here: R is the radial distance from Saturn in the equatorial pane and Z is perpendicular to the plane, both given in terms of Saturn radii, Rs. accumulated per A-cycle per anode in each spectrum are fitted to the phase space using:
The parameters in equation (1) 
[13] The parameters in equation (2) are ion density, n i , temperature, T i , and plasma flow velocity U, which includes the spacecraft velocity as part of the fit parameter U, along with the BKGD in equation (1) and the Boltzmann constant k all in cgs units. This leads to the six fit parameters (T O+ , T O2+ , n O+ , n O2+ , U, and BKGD). Generally, the ions that enter the electrostatic analyzer are singly charged [Young et al., 2004] , making the mass-per-charge ratio be the mass of the ion detected. The energy spectrum is a measure of the ion masses, their temperatures, and the flow velocity. The velocity of the ion entering the detector is determined by the
(assuming a spacecraft potential of zero). The function used to fit the SNG data for the counts/ accumulation versus energy bin in each sweep in Figure 2 is a sum of the fit equations for each species versus energy, with the sum representing the fit to the data.
[14] Because of the number of fit parameters, the fitting program does not necessarily give a unique solution. Therefore, the fit parameters are given an initial set of values that are reasonably close to the expected output values. The plasma flow velocities are typically close to the corotation speed V co = Rw where R is the radial distance from the center of Saturn and w is the rotational velocity of the magnetic field. Therefore, the initial guess for the plasma flow velocity is U 0 $ (V co À V phi_sc ) in equation (2), where V phi_sc is the component of the spacecraft velocity in the phi or co-rotation direction. The temperatures of fresh ions are also assumed to be close to the 'pick-up' energy, giving an initial guess
where V orb is the Keplerian orbital velocity. The ion densities are given small initial values. The initial background values are equal to the minimum value of counts for each spectrum.
[15] The fitting algorithm is run through successive iterations to minimize the least squares difference between the model and the data until it converges to a minimum solution. The following conditions determine convergence images is due to a change in the telemetry mode rather than a change in the plasma environment. It is clear from these images that unless the spacecraft has good pointing with the plasma, the peaks get lost to this intense background. Color bars are log 10 counts/s, x axis is position (Rs), and y axis is log 10 energy (eV).
or termination of the fitting algorithm for a given spectrum: (1) The least squares difference between the data and the model falls below the preset tolerance of 1 Â 10 À7 between iterations. (2) The maximum number of iterations of 1000 has been exceeded. (3) The change in the fit parameters between each iteration is less than the preset tolerance of 1 Â 10 À7 .
[16] If any one of these criteria is met, the fitting routine is terminated and the results are returned. If the maximum number of iterations is hit or the peak fits are not good, then + and W + ions, the green line is the contribution of the W + ion (16 amu) and the red line is the contribution of O 2 + ion (32 amu). x axis is in Log 10 energy (eV) and y axis is counts/accumulation. Wilson et al. [2008 Wilson et al. [ , 2009 for production of plasma moments. Peak width determined by full width half maximum of the peak of the maximum anode of the data analyzed. Signal to noise is the ratio of the maximum counts to background. Background is determined as a fit parameter as described in the data fitting section. Since the background is a fit parameter, the numbers in parentheses show the minimum step size for background around the calculated values.
the spectral fits are re-run with adjusted initial parameters. In addition we test the energy difference between the W + and O 2 + peaks to ensure it is close to a factor of two consistent with the mass difference between these two ions.
[17] Figure 3 shows examples of selected peaks with the Maxwellian model fits to the data assuming only W + and O 2 + ions are present. Appendix A includes additional tests done to verify the validity of the ion identification and the fit results. There we discuss comparing these results with similar fits done using just the major components of the water-group as well as single species fits. We found that on the whole using the O 2 + and a single W + species (either mass 16 or 17) resulted in fits in which the root mean square deviations were lower than when using W + only (see Appendix A).
Ion Data Results
Ion Density
[18] Due to the uniqueness of the SOI orbit, this data set is important to examine. It had a very close periapsis but the instrument settings differed from those in the subsequent sets used for this study as mentioned earlier. Because the thrusters were fired to brake the spacecraft for orbit insertion, the detectors were turned off until after the thrusters were off so they could not be damaged by the fuel. When turned back on, the voltage on the micro-channel plate of the detector was at half power during the collection of the data both over the main rings and through the passage of the F and G rings. This voltage was subsequently increased to the standard running voltage. The result was that the detection efficiency for this pass was 56% lower than normal. The instrument was also not actuating throughout SOI so that anode three was pointed closest to the plasma flow when Cassini flew over the rings and, after a roll maneuver, anode seven was pointed closest to the plasma flow as the spacecraft crossed the ring plane.
[ . From this data, Johnson et al. [2006a Johnson et al. [ , 2006b determined the existence of the ring atmosphere with follow-up work done on modeling this atmosphere by Luhmann et al. [2006] , Bouhram et al. [2006] and, most recently, Tseng et al. [2010] . A seasonal effect on the spatial distribution of this atmosphere beyond the rings into the region between the F and G rings was predicted by Tseng et al. [2010] . Since the analysis by Tokar et al. [2005] , the efficiency of the detector has been revised to an ion species and energy dependent version. This revision was conducted through internal CAPS discussions and meetings (D. B. Reisenfeld, private communication, 2011) . Therefore, we re-analyzed the data using the revised efficiency that was species dependent and lowered to account for the voltage settings of the SOI pass over the main rings and compared our results with the results from the Tokar et al. [2005] study as shown in Figure 4 .
[20] Cassini's pass over the main rings occurred at a relatively high altitude, as seen in Figure 1 , so that the density of O + at spacecraft position was on average higher than that of O 2 + , which has a smaller scale height [Johnson et al., 2006a [Johnson et al., , 2006b Hill and Michel, 1976] . Outside the main rings as Cassini approached and crossed the magnetic equator, the O 2 + density dominated during SOI. Figure 4 shows that there are similar trends between the two different analyses of this data. When compared with the Tokar et al. [2005] results the change in efficiency had the effect of increasing the inferred densities. This accounts for most of the differences seen in Figure 4 ; slight differences in technique account for the rest. In addition, the dip in the O 2 + data near 2 Rs is now closer to the Cassini Division located between 1.94 and 2.02 Rs where the O 2 source is also smaller. Therefore, the new results should be used in future analysis of the ring atmosphere.
[21] Although Tokar et al. [2005] showed that O 2 + was present outside the main rings, no analysis was conducted. The total ion density beyond the main rings is presented in Figure 5a for each of the sets examined in this study along with the published ion densities from the Voyager 2 data [Richardson, 1986] . Since the densities are sensitive to the spacecraft height above the magnetic equator, Figure 5b shows the total densities within 0.05 Rs of the magnetic equator to better compare the data from different passes. Surprisingly, we found that the total densities from the [22] Figure 6a shows the individual densities from all the passes within 0. [Richardson, 1986] . Not only were the detected densities higher by two orders of magnitude at SOI but the O 2 + /W + ratio shown in Figure 6b indicates that there was much more O 2 + at SOI and that this drops off for all the other passes.
[23] While the O 2 + densities are higher than the W + species at SOI, by 2007 the W + densities are comparable. Given the gap in data from SOI between the ring region and Enceladus, it is difficult to conjecture where the W + ions from Enceladus would begin to dominate. However, Sittler et al. [2006] found in their analysis of the SOI data, at distances greater than 5 Rs (past the orbit of Enceladus) a predominately W + signal throughout the magnetosphere.
Ion Temperatures
[24] The 'pick-up' temperature is the kinetic energy of gyromotion around the field lines for freshly created ions. As the neutrals move at the Keplerian orbital velocity, V orb , and the magnetic field lines move at corotation velocities, V co , both of which we assume for simplicity are circular, the pickup temperature is: , are much closer to the expected 'pick-up' values consistent with a significant contribution of directly ionized O z from the ring atmosphere at SOI. The temperature difference between the W + and O 2 + ions, however, is large at SOI. In the later passes the W + temperatures and O 2 + temperatures are closer to being equal, but the overall values are much lower than the local pick-up temperatures. Since the analysis is 1D, the extracted total temperatures are not exact and are also affected by the uncertainties of the extracted flow speeds discussed below. However, the trends pointed out here are consistent with the energy spectra being clearly narrower in the more recent data than in the SOI data. The fit procedure used here assumes that the temperature is isotropic. Future studies will include examination of the 27/28 June 2007 and 19 June 2010 data using an anisotropic 3D model to obtain the plasma parameters. These passes in particular are interesting because they had the best pointing in the plasma and were actuating throughout the pass allowing a 3D analysis.
Ion Flow Velocities
[26] The parameter U in equation (2) depends on the anode pointing, the plasma flow velocity, and the spacecraft velocity. Figure 8 depicts U extracted from the fitting procedure with a correction for the V phi component of the spacecraft velocity (all converted into cylindrical coordinates). As these results were obtained from one-dimensional fits, the correction to the flow velocity does not include the radial or z component of the spacecraft velocity. The results are compared to a line depicting the corotation velocity, V co , and a dashed line for the Keplerian orbital velocity of the neutrals, V orb . To get a better picture of the plasma bulk flow speed, an anisotropic Maxwellian 3D fit accounting for the full velocity vector of the ions is necessary. Future studies will account for this correction. However, the estimated plasma flow speeds are similar in magnitude to the co-rotational speeds with values from the more recent data closer to V co .
Electron Densities
[27] To confirm the trend seen in the total ion densities, we compared the ion densities to the electron densities obtained using Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) data [Persoon et al., 2006; Persoon, private communication, 2010] . Since the ions are predominately singly ionized in this region, charge neutrality implies that the total electron and ion densities should be approximately equal. If there are significant H + and H 2 + densities in the region, which are not accounted for in this study, the electron densities should be higher than our total ion densities. In addition, electrons can be absorbed by the dust in the E, F, and G rings, thereby affecting the comparison. Finally, due to the high background radiation within the instrument, it is also difficult to obtain accurate electron densities near 4 Rs; thus there is very little overlap with RPWS data in this region.
[28] Figure 9 shows the electron densities determined by RPWS from the SOI and the 2007 orbits where we extend the region to show the trend in density versus distance from Saturn for the two 2007 passes. Future studies will include examination of RPWS results from 2006, 2010, and 2011. The differences seen in Figure 9 between the ion and electron densities at SOI are likely due to the fact that their low energies are affecting the electrons' detection, the presence of potentially electron-absorbing ice grains, which can absorb electrons, and the high radiation background mentioned above. However, allowing for these uncertainties, Figure 9 demonstrates rough agreement between the trends in the ion and the electron densities. That is, the electron densities exhibit a drop between SOI and 2007 similar to the drop in the ion density between solstice and equinox.
Discussion
[29] The ion densities in Figure 5b as well as the electron densities in Figure 9 indicate that there was a significant change in the plasma densities in this region from 2004 to 2010. The plasma also appeared to change in character as the relative composition and the ion temperatures also differ considerably over this period as shown in Figures 6 and 7 . The higher-than-normal background for SOI indicates there are higher levels of penetrating particle radiation. This is also consistent with the discovery of hot plasma injection in Saturn's highly compressive magnetosphere during SOI because it was in the corotating interaction region [Bunce et al., 2005] . If only Cassini data were available, then the SOI data might be considered anomalous. However, the Voyager 2 data within 0.05 Rs of the magnetic equator is also much higher than the 2007 and 2010 data. Therefore, our results strongly suggest that significant variations in the plasma density, composition, and temperature have occurred confirming the predicted seasonal variation in the extended ring atmosphere from solstice to equinox.
[30] Since the formation of the neutrals and ions from the main rings has been suggested to be mainly due to solar UV photons, the production rate will depend on the angle of incidence of the solar flux with the ring plane, the ring particle temperatures, and the level of solar activity. In 1981, when Voyager 2 encountered the Saturn system, the Sun was at solar maximum and Saturn was nearly at equinox making a low incidence angle. In 2004, for the SOI pass, Saturn was at southern solstice so the incident angle with the southern half of the ring plane was at its highest, and the solar activity was average. In addition, late in 2003 there was a unique short period of high solar activity that might have had a sustained effect. During SOI, the solar wind was strong and Saturn's magnetosphere was very compressive being in a corotating + over the later pass where W + begins to dominate especially closer to Enceladus. Data are averaged over 0.025 Rs steps and the error bars are generated using one standard deviation over these steps. Note the Voyager 2 data were only fit assuming a W + (16 amu).
interaction region which is the interaction region between fast and slow solar wind. Many Cassini observations done during SOI were related to the corotating interaction region, such as auroral activity, SKR, tail reconnection, and hot plasma injection [Jackman et al., 2011; Bunce et al., 2005] . By 2010, Saturn was near equinox again so the illumination of the rings was at a minimum. However, by 2006 the solar activity was also at a minimum possibly affecting the later passes. Tseng et al. [2010] described the variation with solar incident angle of the O 2 component of the ring atmosphere accounting for the reduced UV flux, which affects the oxygen production rate. Data taken from Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) and ring occultation data [Spilker et al., 2010] , however, found that the average ring particle temperature dropped from $100 K at southern solstice in 2004 to $60 K at equinox. This drop in temperature dramatically affects the photo-decomposition rate for ice, as well as the chemical reaction rates on the ice grains, and hence the ring atmosphere density.
[31] The seasonal variation in the ring atmosphere described by Tseng et al. [2010] is updated here by accounting for the effect of the change in temperature on the decomposition of ice. The SOI model results are then normalized to the CAPS data at SOI in this study (e.g., Figure 4 ). This normalization process requires that we increase the calculated O 2 + densities by about a factor of twenty to account for the recycling of dissociated oxygen on the surface of the ring particles [Johnson et al., 2006a [Johnson et al., , 2006b Tseng and Ip, 2011] , uncertainties in the solar UV flux, and the simplified ion-molecule scattering description. In addition, updating the Tseng et al. [2010] results for the effect of the ring particle temperature, we show a new estimate of the extended O 2 atmosphere at equinox and SOI. We also show results for the Enceladus source of O and OH from Cassidy et al. [2011] in which the spreading of the neutrals from the Enceladus plumes by ion charge exchange and neutral-neutral collisions was described. The rough bounds are normalized to the possible variability of the plume source suggested by Smith et al. [2010] . The orbits used in the Enceladus neutral torus study come from 2005 and 2008, near to but not the same time as passes used for this study. If the ionization rates and ion lifetimes were similar, the O 2 + and W + densities would be roughly proportional to the respective neutral densities.
[32] The ring atmosphere normalized to CAPS O 2 + data at SOI resulted in the highest O 2 densities in Figure 10 , which are about two orders of magnitude higher than at equinox. The modeled neutral densities included the effect of the deposition of dissociated neutrals [Tseng and Ip, 2011] and ions [Farrell et al., 2008] from Enceladus onto ice particles in the A-ring, which can enhance the production of O 2 particularly. However, such an enhancement is also less efficient with decreasing ring particle temperatures when Saturn approaches equinox.
[33] The Enceladus plume source might experience a variation of about a factor of four over a seven-month observational period [Smith et al., 2010] . Larger variations could occur but it is clear that the source rate is reasonably stable as the E-ring was present during the Voyager 2 pass and an OH torus discovered between Voyager and Cassini appeared to be relatively stable [Jurac et estimated the neutral lifetimes to be on the order of 5-6 Â 10 6 s. Given these lifetimes, it is likely that the effects of the variations of the plumes would only take on the order of months to exhibit changes in these densities. For these reasons the large variation in our ion densities does not appear to be directly due to variations in the plume activity.
[34] We have shown that there are significant variations from solstice to equinox in the plasma density and composition. We also discussed how the seasonal variations affect the neutral densities. To further understand our observations we have developed a one-box ion chemistry model to simulate the plasma environment that was observed by CAPS. In this model the plasma chemistry between 2.5 and 3.5 Rs near the equator is described by the following parameters: the neutral densities, the diffusion loss timescale, and the density and temperature of hot electrons. The ionization, recombination, and charge exchange for the major neutral torus species (W, H, H 2 , and O 2 ) are also accounted for. 
, are solved for a set of initial test parameters, where n i is the ion density, S i is a source rate, and L i is a loss rate. The sources of each ion species are photo-ionization, electronimpact ionizations (both thermal and hot electrons), and charge exchange reactions with the neutrals. Loss occurs by charge exchange, radial diffusion, and recombination. The coupled sets of time-dependant equations for the ions are solved iteratively using the fourth order Runge-Kutta method until steady state is reached.
[36] We found that the primary ion source in this region is photo-ionization, while the hot electron impact ionization can only account for $30%. Inside of $4 Rs, the radial diffusion is $1-2 months [Rymer et al., 2007 [Rymer et al., , 2008 so it is not a major loss process for plasma. However, due to the low electron temperatures (Lewis, ELS moments, private communication, 2010) , recombination does become a major loss process in agreement with Sittler et al. [2008] . They showed that recombination loss dominated in the magnetosphere inside Dione's orbit while diffusion loss dominated in the outer magnetosphere. Figure 10 . Although the neutral O 2 column densities from the ring atmosphere are smaller than the O or OH neutral column densities from Enceladus, we find that the neutral O 2 dominates near the equator which is [Persoon et al., 2006; Persoon, private communication, 2010] . consistent with the analysis here, that model O 2 + ion density is the dominant ion at SOI. The model O 2 + ion density is about a few hundred cm À3 at SOI in rough agreement with CAPS data in Figure 6a .
[38] We obtained a total water-group ion density of $20 cm À3 in our model, which is lower than the SOI data in Figure 6a . There are three possible explanations for this discrepancy. If Enceladus' plumes are variable, the contribution of Enceladus neutral torus could be much higher than the values used producing more water-group ions. Second, we ignored the atomic oxygen population produced from dissociation of ring O 2 atmosphere which could increase our results. Third, the higher background at SOI suggests a more active period, likely consistent with enhanced the ionization rates or an increased O 2 source rate. These considerations will be explored in future work.
[39] The extended O 2 ring atmosphere at equinox in Figure 10 is seen to be about one percent of the atmosphere at southern solstice. Thus, near equinox, the model O 2 + ion density is $5-10 cm À3 using an average Enceladus torus source, while the total water-group ion density is $10-20 cm À3 . This result is also remarkably consistent with the data shown in Figure 6 and indicates that unless the ring atmosphere contribution of O 2 is large, as at SOI, O 2 + is formed primarily from the ion-molecule collisions between OH + and O. We have also found that the lifetime of the ions is short, which is consistent with our observation that the O 2 + temperatures are close to the pick-up temperature. On the other hand, when the ring atmosphere contribution is small, most ions have experienced a number of relatively low speed ion-neutral collisions, each of which can reduce the ion temperature [Johnson et al., 2006a [Johnson et al., , 2006b ]. This explanation could account for ion temperatures well below the pick-up temperatures in the data closer to equinox (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) , although interactions with the charged grains in the E, F, and G rings can also contribute.
[40] Our ion simple chemistry model appears to account for the large variations in the plasma environment between solstice and equinox that we extracted from the CAPS data. However, there are other effects that need to be included, such as the relevance of the increased levels of penetrating radiation at SOI, the solar activity, and the fraction of hot electrons which affects the ionization rates. In addition, loss processes to the tenuous ring particles, O from the main ring atmosphere, and the interactions with the charged grains need to be considered. Future work (W.-L. Tseng et al., manuscript in preparation, 2012) will provide a more detailed model to account for these effects.
Summary
[41] This is the first detailed analysis of CAPS plasma data in the region between about 2.5 and 3.5 Rs. Here we showed that surprisingly large changes occurred in the ion density, temperature, and composition between solstice and equinox. Although many aspects of the data presented are not well understood in detail, our simple model of the plasma chemistry remarkably indicates that observed changes in the plasma with time are due to seasonal change in the production of neutrals from Saturn's ring atmosphere. Such a change would also affect the amount of oxygen scattered from the ring atmosphere into Saturn's thermosphere and into the outer magnetosphere. Our model also indicates that, although O 2 + produced by direct ionization of neutral O 2 is a Figure 10 . Neutral column densities with O 2 sourced from the ring atmosphere (diamonds) high (SOI) low (equinox). The O and OH water-group neutrals sourced from Enceladus plume (crosses). High , low scaled by the factor of 4 [Smith et al., 2010] .
major contributor to the observed data, the relatively low speed ion-neutral collisions in this region can produce significant amounts of O 2 + . Such reactions can also be responsible for our observation of reduced ion temperatures on the equinox passes (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) examined here. This phenomenon is unlike what is known to occur outside the orbit of Enceladus, where such ion-molecule interactions occur at higher relative speeds, leading primarily to loss of neutrals from the magnetosphere [Johnson et al., 2005] . We note that there may be other effects superimposed on our proposed seasonal effect like the variations in the solar activity. Such enhancements to the simple photochemical model may be required to better model the new ring atmosphere O 2 + densities in Figure 4 as well as the Voyager 2 plasma data.
[42] Since this study examined the CAPS data using a onedimensional thermal model of the plasma data, the next step is a three-dimensional anisotropic analysis of data when CAPS is actuating and examination of the data from 2011 that was not available at the time of this study. This information will allow for a more accurate determination of the perpendicular and parallel ion temperatures as well as all three components of the plasma flow velocity in the region.
In addition, continuing this study through to the end of the Cassini mission will allow us to observe the full seasonal effects through the northern summer which could be affected by the northern offset of the magnetic equator. Continued examination of the CAPS data in this region, specifically using a three-dimensional anisotropic analysis, as well as more detailed modeling of the photochemistry and the effect of solar activity, will lead to a better understanding of the ring atmosphere and the influence of the Enceladus plumes on the inner magnetosphere.
Appendix A: Additional Fitting Details
[43] Several checks were made to confirm that the position of the peaks and fit parameters returned by the program were appropriate. Given that O 2 + is approximately twice the mass of the W + ions, these should have about twice the energy. This difference in energy corresponds to a difference of about 3-4 bins of the 63 logarithmically spaced bins in the Singles detector. Occasionally an error can occur in the fit procedure if the initial parameters are outside of the peak region. The program will then find another nearby local minimum. Such fits are visibly different and clearly incorrect. To avoid this, constraints are placed on the parameters, e.g., keeping the temperature and density positive, constraining the temperature to never significantly exceed the pick-up temperature, and keeping the bulk velocities near corotation. When abnormal fits occur, they are re-run through the fitting program with adjusted inputs that are closer to the expected local minima until these fits are corrected. If they cannot be corrected, these abnormal fits are rejected.
[44] To confirm that the fits are acceptable, the following tests on each fit were run: (1) The O 2 + ion peak has a higher energy than the W + peak and that the difference between these peak maximums is around 3-4 energy bins. (2) If the peak fit hit the maximum number of iterations, the fit was re-run with adjusted initial parameters for a better fit. (3) Fixing the temperature at pick-up and then fixing the velocity and corotation to determine how much the densities would change, we require that changes should be relatively small. (4) To confirm the presence of O 2 + each peak was fit with just W + and the results and the quality of the fits were compared with the fits with O 2 + and W + .
[45] We also visually examine the fits to see if they were poor or if there were results that are inconsistent with the data, e.g., getting one peak with temperatures in the thousands of eV's. If this occurred these batches of data would be re-run with refined initial parameters until all peaks returned acceptable fits based upon the above criteria.
[46] To create an additional check on the densities, given the constraints on the plasma flow velocity and temperatures discussed earlier, an analytical calculation of the densities was performed using equations (1) and (2). We assumed the fit parameters T i and U returned by the fitting algorithm and determined the count values for O 2 + and W + based on where the two individual peak maximums occurred for each slice in the data. The result of this procedure created an upper bound on the parameters.
[47] Preliminary tests were done by comparing fits obtained using O 2 + at mass 32 and various masses for W + at 16 through 19. Since the masses from 16 to 19 are all very close to each other, the peaks tend to overlap and will be within 1-2 energy bins of each other in the electrostatic analyzer. As a result, there was very little difference between using mass 32 and any mass 16-19 for W + . Since Tokar et al. [2005] used mass 16 for the SOI analysis for the pass over the main rings, we felt it was a good comparison for this region to use mass 16.
[48] For SOI, the temperature of the larger mass corresponds to the pick-up temperature for O 2 + and not for that of water-group ions. Indicating, the use of O 2 + and W + was valid and that the program was correctly fitting these peaks to the spectra. For later spectra, similar comparisons were run with mass 32 versus mass 16 or 17 and the temperature ratios were still around 2:1 even though the temperatures were lower than pick-up. When running a comparison test using 11 and 12 October 2005 for several good A-cycles in the data, where Cassini is about 3.2 Rs from Saturn, the results showed that the velocities again agreed with published results [Wilson et al., 2008 [Wilson et al., , 2009 , which were approximately corotation. The temperatures from these tests were slightly less than, but close to the pick-up temperatures of O + ions.
[49] Figure A1 is a comparison of these fits using W + (17 amu) only and the resulting least squared difference
return values from the fits. It is seen that the c 2 values generally were higher than using two peaks with W masses (i.e., 16-19 amu). While the total densities and temperatures were all within approximately 20% to 40% of the values calculated, using two species, the c 2 values were much higher using a single peak by approximately a factor of 5 to 10 on average.
